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Birmingham News 

time has been increased now and so cyclists should 
have enough time to cross before traffic on the Hagley 
Road starts moving again.  

 

Cycling Strategy being rewritten 
In his annual report to the Council (meeting  3 Novem-
ber), Councillor Len Gregory (Cabinet member for 
Transportation & Street Services) says “The Cycling 
Strategy has been reconsidered in the light of the de-
tailed responses received and is being rewritten for 
adoption next year.” 
 
Push Bikes is seeking an explanation from the City 
Council of what is happening to the cycling strategy. 
 
 
Cannon Hill Park: to segregate or not? 
One of the most popular cycle routes in the city passes 
through Cannon Hill Park. The 1.8 metre segregated 
cycle path, marked by a painted white line on one side 
of the surfaced 'roadway' running along the rise on the 
far side from the lake, is intended to separate cyclists 
from the pedestrians and occasional vehicles that pass 
along the roadway.   
 
But, over the years, general 'wear and tear' has inevita-
ble taken its toll and the line has disappeared for sub-
stantial chunks of its length.  And, of course, even 
where the line is still visible the 'segregation' is largely 
ignored or not even known about by pedestrians. This 
is, of course, a common problem in Birmingham and 
many new cycle paths are being marked for shared 
use.  So, as some sections of the 'roadway' are now 
without a line after resurfacing, should the line be re-
placed or remaining lines removed and the entire road-
way width designated for shared use?    
 
For about an hour, a small group of 'stakeholders' from 
Birmingham City Council, Sustrans, Parks Manage-
ment and Push Bikes stood next to a section of line, 
debating informally (at this stage) the 'pros and cons' 
around the issue, which turned out to be amazingly 
complex to resolve, and we certainly did not do that, or 
try! Cyclists, pedestrians, blind pedestrians, all were 
known to have views, sometimes conflicting within 
each other when it came to the 'shared or segregated' 
debate.  
 
The city council will likely hold a brief consultation 
among stakeholders in 2010 and while the Cycling and 
Walking Team Leader, Graham Lennard, considered 
that no solution would satisfy everyone it was important 
that whatever was finally decided would be 
'defendable' to anyone who continued to object.  
 

Graham Hankins 

Cycle Route Guides:  Push Bikes has secured funding 

under the lottery’s ‘Awards for All’ community based pro-
ject to produce a series of 10 different cycle route 
guides. Push Bikes will print leaflets by Spring 2010, 
make them available at libraries, and on our web site. 
They will cover districts all over Birmingham. 
 
The grant will pay for A4 full colour leaflets and web-
based files giving detailed directions, sketch maps and 

points of interest, re-
freshment, parking, etc. 
They will cover different 
districts across the city 
with links between indi-
vidual routes. 
 
However your local 
knowledge and help in 
developing ideas for 

routes would be much appreciated. 
 
The routes should be of varying length (between 3-10 
miles), based on quiet roads, paths, and parks; they 
should be suitable for all cyclists including families with 
children. The routes to be included are to be decided by 
Push Bikes’ members. We want to make them interest-
ing, accessible, and varied. We need ideas from any 
member who can suggest either a complete route 
(circular preferred, or short linear out and back), or any 
stretch that appeals to you and that might be incorpo-
rated into someone else's suggestion. 
 
Please don't hesitate in sending any suggestions (by 
email, GPS, sketch, or written description). If you leave 
contact details we can then clarify any queries. 
 
Push Bikes believes that this project will encourage 
more people, particularly families to get on their bikes 
and enjoy cycling away from busy 
traffic. It is your chance to make it 
happen. Please help! 
  
Details on the project are also pro-
vided on the website at:  
www.pushbikes.org.uk/projects/
routes.html 
 
 
 
 
 
Hagley Road / Lordswood Road traffic signals 

Push Bikes highlighted difficulties for cyclists in the 
amount of green time was too short when crossing 
Hagley Road from Lordswood Road to Bearwood Road. 
Birmingham City Council have now investigated and 
report that it seems that the intergreen period was a bit 
short. The intergreen is the interval between the end of 
green for one phase (the various movements allowed in 
turn) and the beginning of green for another phase. This 
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Push Bikes’ first attempt, last year, to call a public meeting 
of cyclists in the city resulted in a packed room at the Mid-
land Institute. This year on 22 October we had a huge 
room at the Council House,  but would we be so success-
ful?  For the past few months the Push Bikes’ committee 
had been distributing postcard flyers, telephoning and ar-
ranging speakers, and contacting the local press.  
 
Yes we were! Every seat filled, with some standing again.  
The format was as in 2008 with presentations and a Q&A 
session. Huge maps were provided to mark issues that the 
visitors considered needed attention to improve their cy-
cling experience and safety.  It was good too that Council-
lor Dave Radcliffe managed to fit in two meetings on the 
night to be on hand to open proceedings.  Councillor Rad-
cliffe also chair of the Cycling Advisory Group suggested 
that this could be an annual event.  
 
After chair John Bennett had welcomed and thanked eve-
ryone, he introduced the speakers and reminded the meet-
ing that there were maps of the city at the back of the room 
for everyone to add comments about their own routes. 
Push Bikes Membership Convenor, Neeraj Maholtra stated 
that changes to cycling can happen in Birmingham with a 
stronger ‘Push Bikes’ but that we were ‘skint’, so could 
everyone please visit the membership table at the end of 
the meeting!   
 
Two police officers gave their perspectives on cycling, cy-
clists and the law, cyclists and drivers and latest accident 
statistics.  The guests spoke interestingly, frankly and ac-
knowledged that the standard of driving was dropping and 
that possession of tax, a driving licence and insurance was 
for some just an ‘optional extra’!  After several questions 
from the floor, chair John Bennett introduced the main 
speaker, Graham Lennard.  
 
Many people who cycle but do not take an active interest in 
cycling may be believe that Birmingham does very little for 
cycling, a view shared by some of Push Bikes’ own mem-
bers. A shame then the whole city could not have seen 
Graham’s presentation. Using a slide show Graham cov-
ered  just about every cycling initiative and development in 
which the city council was involved.  The campaigns that 
Push Bikes was specifically pushing: Hagley Road, Lords-
wood Road, Belgrave Middleway, Warwick Road, the canal 
towpaths were all up there on the screen plus Connect2, 
National Bike Week 2010, cycle training, Sustainable City 
bid et al.  Now Birmingham is, physically, a big place and 
there is not a huge number of Council staff employed to 
develop cycling, so Graham received a deserved round of 
applause at the end of the presentation. Graham is clearly 
a busy man who in addition to handling all this finds time to 
answer queries from Push Bikes!  
 
The evening was also a time for questions from the floor 
with no prompting needed! There were calls for more cycle 
lanes, making roundabouts safer, improving canal tow-
paths, more secure cycle parking at rail stations, estab-
lished destinations as well as new developments, more 
contra-flow in one-way streets, increasing use of ‘cyclists 
crossing’ signage and filling dangerous potholes.  The 
panel responded to these as favourably as they could, with 
a few provisos.  

BCC did provide cycle lanes at various locations, but it was 
clear that not every road in the city would ever have a cycle 
lane along its length. Roundabouts were felt to be tricky for 
cyclists, who dislike the detour and delay to use controlled 
crossings. Cycling specific infrastructure was provided 
where practicable but it was agreed there was no substi-
tute for competent cycling, with training if needed!   
 
I fully agreed with that: public roads are an adult environ-
ment, needing experience of other road users’ behaviour.  
Nobody can (legally) just get in a car, without training and 
drive it; but they can just get on a bike and ride on the 
road. Children can receive ‘Bikeability’ training, but this is, 
in my view, far too perfunctory for riding on road and few 
adults take advantage of national standard training, even 
though it is available in Birmingham.   
 
Main road cycling produced similar comments from the 
floor and Graham acknowledged the need to provide 
agreeable cycling conditions, pointing out that the cycling 
map indicated minor roads alternatives suitable for cycling. 
Cyclists also dislike one-way streets: BCC provide marked 
contra-flow lanes where practicable, but contra-flow cycling 
simply through signing is an option if traffic speeds and 
flows are low, e.g. part of Hurst Street.   
 
Graham Lennard reminded all present of the pothole re-
porting telephone number (see back page of this newslet-
ter) - enter it into your mobile phone.  
 
Thanks to all who attended, the Push Bikes committee and  
Cllr. Radcliffe for opening.  But special thanks are due to 
Graham Lennard for providing a magnificent room, and for  
amiably, but also strongly when needed, responding to the 
questions on the night.   
 

Graham Hankins 
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Push Bikes, the first 5 years

In the autumn of 1978 Geoff Mead was doing a radio

documentary on cycling for the BBC. He interviewed

Tom Pettitt, recently arrived at Friends of the Earth 

FoE  Birmingham. In discussing the problem of cycling

in Birmingham, they realised a cyclists action group was

required. With others, including Alison DeReybekille

and Jon Evans, the Birmingham Bicycling Campaign –

BBC  was set up.

After a slow start they decided to relaunch as Push Bikes

in the summer. of 1979.

Summer 2009 was our 30th anniversary.

A local press article in August brought in members of the

public, including me, to the first monthly meeting on

Tuesday 11th September  a warm sunny day.

The first edition of the newsletter  a double sided A4

stencilled single sheet – came out in November 1979 and

highlighted the lack of consideration for cycling in the

West Midlands County Council's 10 year structure plan.

Plus ca change!

Sunday cycle rides were held from the earliest days. Our

workshop and bike bits stall began to be operational

(padlocks 49p!) and in 1980 a jumble sale in St Martins

in the Bull Ring and raised over £300. A successful cycle

maintenance course was run through the Workers

Educational Council. John Colebrook was the tutor.

The city council planning department asked us for our

views on parking facilities, major junction

improvements, ways into the city centre etc. We

recommended using the Five Ways subways and ways

across the inner ring road. We suggested suitable cycle

parking sites for the Snow Hill to Wolverhampton

railway.

Ameeting with Councillor Dick Knowles, then chairman

of the City Planning Dept, seemed to have been very

successful  we later realised that, despite what he said

about their consideration for cyclists, it resulted in little

practical benefit.

In 1981 we were allowed our own space in the FoE's

Allison Street office for a table, filing cabinet, wall space

and library  instead of Tom Pettitt's desk.

Inspired by the London to Brighton ride, which then had

5,000 riders, we held the first Great Midlands Bike Ride

 GMBR  on Saturday 6th June 1981. It started in the

city centre and went to Stratford and back via

Lowsonford along a figure of eight route. The CTC

helped and the Sport Council sponsored us.

Over 1000 riders turned up.

The paidup membership went up from about 50 to about

70.

Push Bikes surveyed all canal towpaths in the West

Midlands County, Five Ways and the Snow Hill to

Wolverhampton railway line. 300 replied to a survey of

cyclists at Birmingham University. ►

GMBR at Stratford 1981
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► The main problem reported was poor road

surfaces followed by junctions. On 2nd March, 1982, 50

of us took part in a demonstration of cycles  riding from

Alison St round the city centre. We had press, radio and

local television coverage.

1982 also saw the publication of the first edition of the

guide "Cycling in Birmingham", 750 were sold in a few

months. The police were reluctant to allow the 1982

GMBR to take place along dual carriageways except

under controlled conditions! When we realised that they

could not stop us we went ahead with our own route

anyway.

1,000 turned up. It was started by the Lord Mayor and

sponsored by Halfords.

On October 16th, a cold damp Saturday

afternoon, we held another demonstration 

from Chamberlain Square around the main

shopping centre to County Hall where we

handed in a petition to Councillor Len Clark,

Chairman of the West Midlands County

Council's Highways Committee. The petition

called for 1% of the highways budget to be

spent on cyclists.Mr Clark made an

encouraging speech which proved to give false

hopes. We were a little embarrassed by our lack

of numbers  about 80.

Push Bikes sponsored the first PhD in cycling 

David Davies started his course at Aston

University in September and published

"Cycling Policy For The West Midlands". It

detailed four possible cycle routes: Moseley to

City, Moseley to University, Selly Oak to City,

Acocks Green to City.

Push Bikes joined the County Council's

Highways Advisory Committee.

In 1983, the monthly meetings were still on a Tuesday

but moved to The Wharf so those who were addicted to

nicotine could take part.

Public meetings were held to set up campaign groups in

Solihull, Coventry and Wolverhampton. Push Bikes

subtitle then became the West Midlands Cyclists

Campaign Group as we were a county wide organisation.

The Push Bikes holidays: camping in Youlgreave in The

Peak District, in the IVC farmhouse near Barmouth and

in Herefordshire. This weekend was followed by a

week's holiday.

A campaign began to try to change the regulations to

allow cycles across the Belgrave Middleway at Gooch

Street  we had a demonstration where we rode across

repeatedly  we got little media coverage and a passing

police car took hardly any notice.

This junction is still a problem for cyclists 28 years

later!

In 1984, Push Bikes presented well researched

objections to the City Centre Plan Public inquiry, these

lead to significant changes.

Rob Green and Mike Ginger, wrote the first few of a

planned 25 leaflets of West Midlands Cycle Rides to be

published by the County Council.

We held a commuter race: the cyclist who used the main

road and the one who used a recommended side road

route beat both the motorist and bus passenger.

Over the five years, Push Bikes held many successful

leisure activities but we were primarily a campaign

group.

Looking back from 1989 we can see that we put a lot of

effort into designing proposals for crossings, routes etc.

and presenting them to the authorities. While they

seemed to be enthusiastically accepted at the time, eg

Five Ways, they often went through several phases of

acceptance and rejection.

By the end of this period pessimism began to set in -

very little was showing for all our efforts. While some

road schemes being built were planned before the

cycling policy was implemented but the policy seemed

to be given only lip-service when current planning

was being undertaken.

City centre demonstration 1984

This article was adapted from John Pitcock's original

published in Push Bikes 1990 newsletter.

Many thanks to John for drawing it to our attention &

supplying the photographs.
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• Welcome
• Fun & games
• Travels on a Dahon
• Pootlers ride anyone?
• 20mph zones in the pressWelcome to the Members' Pages

The following four pages are for Push Bikes members
and aren't included in copies handed out to the public.
Perhaps a minor benefit of membership?
The real reason for members' pages, this time, is to try
out some ideas for revamping the newsletter.
Subsequently, it could be somewhere we can discuss
issues which experienced cyclists are comfortable with
but can be problematic for those thinking about cycling –
the recent deteriotaing safety statistics are a good
example.
We can also include more personal & entertaining
material, such as Ann Griffiths account of acquiring a
folding bike.
It would be great if we could create a forum for
members to join together to
promote cycling in Birmingham.
The Family Cycling Routes &
PCT Get Cycling projects are
good examples of things members
could join in with.
Last spring I was amazed at the
number of people cycling in ones
and twos along the Rea Trail. It
would be great to develop the
Pootlers' rides, along the lines of
the FoldSoc Origami rides for our
members – photos at:
http://www.pushbikes.org.uk/origa
mi/meriden1108/ .
Finally, John Pitcock's article
shows how active members were
in the 1980s – 1,500 people came
on the Great Midland Bike Ride,
the photo shows the rest stop at
Ullenhall.
The second is of the mass cyclists' demonstration in 1984
and shows a march to the Town Hall – note the escorting
bobbies and the children with placards!.

We, the people, can still do it in 2010?

But things have changed.

Ullenhall stop on the GMBR 1983

Demonstration in the city centre 1984
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Monthly Campaign Meetings
Currently, the meetings are mainly devoted to the
committee tasks required to run Push Bikes.
The members who have popped in have made some
interesting and valuable points, but we worry that they've
been a bit bored by the committee work.
If members & others thinking of coming to a meeting

emailed us (or left a message) to tell us about any items
they'd like raised, it would help us organise the meeting.
Meetings are held on the third Tuesday of the month at
the Friends of the Earth Warehouse, 5457 Allison Street,
Digbeth, and start at 19:30. The next quarter's meeting
are on: Jan 19th, Feb 16th & March 16th.
Please don't be put off by the above, come along & join
in.



Pootler's ride anyone?
Winter overtook our plans for a Pootlers' Ride before
Xmas.
The next ride will be on 21/02/10 from the MAC, along
the canal to Minworth via Spaghetti Junction and back
by road.
The current format of the rides is:

• meet centrally at the MAC at
10am for a 10:15am start.

• 10  15 miles, preferably off road
or on quiet roads.

• return to the city centre for
refreshments.

This leaves the afternoon free for
those with family commitments.
Having said this, we didn't leave the
Mailbox until 2pm after the Loopy
ride!
Starting at the MAC meant most of us
who came on the Loopy ride had a
short journey to get to the start, which
might be why we came.
Starting in Shirley, King's Norton etc
would give us much better access to
the countryside but if one had to ride
from Moseley would nearly double
the length of the ride.
On the other hand, people living in
Kings Norton have the same problem
with the MAC start.
There is an argument for keeping it simple, ie one
starting point, but the alternative of a starting rides from
MAC, Kings Norton, Northfield or Shirley in rotation
might allow more people to participate. We could arrange
for a group to start at 9:30 from MAC for a 10:15 start at
Kings Norton.
Refreshments: the Mailbox was very pleasant but it
meant a rather late lunch. The alternative would be to

stop during the ride at a cafe or pub or bring sandwiches.
If we stick to 1015 miles at 10 mph the ride the morning
tea break would be before 11am.
Should we do some of the rides during the week? The

Thursday Beacon RCC ride from
Tardebigge are well attended, so there
might be a quorum for a Tuesday
Pootlers ride.
The ideal is have a group working
together to share developing routes and
leading rides. The group could also kick
start the Cycling Routes and PCT
projects.
Tell us what you want.
There's an online form at
http://www.pushbikes.org.uk/members/p
ootle or you can write to Push Bikes at
the address on the back page.
The questions:

1. How long should the rides be in
distance and time, assuming
approximately 10mph?

2. Where would you like to start from?
Would you be prepared to start earlier
to ride 5 miles to the 10:15am starting
point?

3. Should we stop for refreshments half
way round? If so, cafe, pub,
sandwiches in the park?

4. Would you prefer the rides to be on, say, the third
Sunday of the month rather than varying?

5. Where should we go?
The first Pootlers' ride is the basis of the first ride added
to the Cycling Routes Project. A good Pootlers' ride is an
ideal family cycle ride: join in and give us the benefit of
your experience.

Fill the grid so that each row,
column and 3x3 box contains
the numbers 19.

The solution will be posted on
25/12/09 on the website at:

http://www.pushbikes.org.uk/members/sudoku.htmlEasy Medium

Sudoku
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Route leaflet 1992
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In the December 10th BMJ, researchers at the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine reported that:

"The introduction of 20 mph traffic speed zones in
London has reduced road injuries by over 40%. The
greatest benefits were found among younger children
and in the numbers killed or seriously injured."

The study compared police data on road casualties
between 19862006 in areas with 20mph zones with
adjacent areas without.
In the new 20mph zones, there was a 41.9% reduction
in those killed and seriously injured (KSI).
The comparison with adjacent areas allowed correction
factors which may have changed over time. The sample
was large so the result is reliable, i.e. 95% certain that
the reduction was between 36% and 47.8%. Indeed, the
casualty rates in the adjacent non20mph areas fell
slightly by 8%.
Another interesting observation was that the reduction
was greatest for young children, especially for death &
serious injury and less so for minor injuries. This is a
common finding in 20mph zones and reflects the fact
that being hit at 20mph substantially reduces the risk of
KSI compared to being hit at higher speed.
The lower risk of 'accidents' overall is, presumably, due
to drivers, cyclists & pedestrians having more time to

observe & react to unexpected circumstances at a slower
speed. There was no evidence that casualty rates in
adjacent areas had risen, as might be expected if the
cause of the reduced KSI was due to cars avoiding the
20mph zones.
All in all a very thorough analysis.
The study also found that there was a large reduction in
car occupants injuries: a win win all round.
%Reduction in KSI

20mph zones adjacent areas
Pedestrians

all 32.4% 4.3%
015 46.2% 5.3%

Cyclists
all 37.6% 2.1%

Car occupants
all 61.8% 24.4%

The report can be viewed at
http://www.bmj.com/cgi/reprint/339/dec10_3/b4469.
Which suggests that the Portsmouth figures will, as
numbers increase over time, be an accurate reflection of
the value of 20mph zones.
* not a racy title but a really solid piece of work.

► Portsmouth 20mph experiment
The other feature of the Portmouth 20mph zones is that
they don't have speed humps. Humps don't slow SUVs or
vans which can straddle them at speed. As Graham
pointed out in a recent newsletter, they're no fun for
cyclists either. Not having humps is excellent.
However, David Hembrow reports that, even in Holland,
as drivers get used to 30kph limits they break the limit
more often & casualty rates rise, though they are still
well below pre 30kpm limits. As the recent Parlimentary
report highlighted, effective traffic policing  examples
are France and Australia  could increase compliance
with speed limits and reduce injuries.
Given the likelihood that the public funding for roads,
especially cycling facilites, will be reduced to keep the
bankers on bonus, perhaps the the Portsmouth
experiment is the only realistic way of making cycling
safer & more attractive?

This is in stark contrast to the DfT figures for spring
2009 which "showed" a 19% rise in deaths & serious
injuries of cyclists compared to the same period in 2008.

Interestingly less severe injuries only rose by 10%. The
figures for motorcyclists were 5% and 2% respectively.
The Independent reported that:
A DfT spokesperson said: “Provisional estimates for a
single threemonth period should not be taken in
isolation, and the number of cyclists killed or seriously
injured on the roads each year has fallen by 31 per cent
since the mid1990s."
Which of course didn't stop alarmist headlines. This may
well turn out to be a random variation due to the short
sampling period. Also, how up to date is the
denominator  the number of cyclists/miles cycled? Did
the recession lead to to more inexperienced cyclists on
the road?
The DfT also reported that car traffic increased by 1 per
cent compared with summer 2008, light van traffic rose
by 3 per cent and heavy goods vehicle traffic fell by 7
per cent.
In the long run even a 19% rise of a small risk of death is
far outweighed by the proven health benefits of cycling
in reducing cardiovascular problems, cancer etc.

Effect of 20 mph traffic speed zones on road injuries in London, 19862006:controlled interrupted time series analysis

Thanks to Ann for sharing her experience with her new
folder & James Le Grys for the Sudokus. John Pitcock's
article shows how different the noughties are from the
eighties when 1500 people just did the GMBR. Now a
ride for 150 people would require real organisation,

significant resources & working with the Police,
Councils etc?
It would be really helpful to get some feedback by
emailing tell_us@pushbikes.org.uk. David Little


